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Zhang Fan really began to join the partnership. As soon as he got off work, he called
Shaohua's mother first, and then went to pick up Shaohua. After a week, Shaohua's
mother began to call and ask Zhang Fan: "what does Xiao Zhang want to eat today?"
Boss Shaohua is not happy. He used to ask her for advice on what to eat at home, but
now he asks Zhang Fan for advice! Out of favor~

After more than a month of doctor training in the municipal hospital, Ouyang spoke
first and the two vice presidents went on. It means that you must have passed the
examination of a licensed doctor. If you haven't passed the examination in the second
year, you will be dismissed directly, which is unreasonable. Although Ouyang also
said it when he first came to power, no one took it seriously, but this time several
leaders unified their caliber, which greatly increased the pressure on several doctors
who had not been in the first year.

Originally, the first lecture was a primary treatment in the heart. As a result, a critically
ill patient came. Ouyang directly let others go. The second lecture was Zhang Fan's
examination skills. There was no way. All the young doctors who came to the training
didn't talk about the physical examination lecture.

Ouyang said, "let's talk about last year's champion." As soon as he said this, the
director of the medical department directly handed the microphone to Zhang Fan.
Although Zhang Fan had no physical examination preparation, he had no problem with
a basic physical examination.

He came to the stage, nodded gently to several deans and said, "the leaders attach
importance to the training of our young doctors. Today, I'll throw out my brick first,
then I'll give you a demonstration of physical examination and several operations
specified in the examination. Let's learn together. "

Zhang fan starts his lecture and walks to the left of the mannequin. Zhang fan starts to
demonstrate one by one and explains while demonstrating.

Ouyang said to the vice president of surgery, "clear organization and standard action. I
heard that Xiao Zhang is very outstanding in the level of surgical technology!"

"Yes, both orthopedics and general surgery are good. They can be used as vice senior
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students in orthopedics and senior students in general surgery. He's a pretty good
surgeon. " During this time, his relationship with Ouyang has eased a lot.

Ouyang's management philosophy is a professional thing. When it is handed over to
professional talents, surgery is handed over to him, and all instruments and drugs are
handed over to him for decision, but once there is a problem, he is also responsible.
Therefore, he is also conscientious and obedient to Ouyang.

After Zhang Fan finished the operation, Ouyang took the lead in applauding. Then he
said, "if you can all achieve Dr. Zhang's level, why worry about failing the exam?"

After the lecture, the assessment began. They passed one by one. They are all
undergraduate graduates. If they can't pass a physical examination, it's really a little
unreasonable.

But the recruitment of the hospital is not watertight. It is also related to coming in. It
will be the bottom of the exam. A female doctor even had a thyroid examination.
Ouyang's face was black. The female doctor went into the hospital through her way.

After the examination, Ouyang said, "those who fail in the internal examination will
stop paying wages and bonuses. If they still fail in a month, they don't have to work
anymore. The hospital is not a place to muddle along. If you muddle along, something
big will happen. At that time, it will either hurt you or the patient. "

Several failed exams turned pale. Ouyang is serious. Medicine can't come by surprise.
You must rely on your usual study and accumulation. A physical examination is really
difficult for you. There are too many things to ask. In case of emergencies in clinical
situations, you don't accumulate at ordinary times. By reading for a month, the
possibility of passing the exam is really not high.

The welfare of the bank is really good. After Zhang Fan's lecture, he just returned to
the Department and received a call from Shaohua, "are you busy?"

"The lecture has just ended. I'm not busy. What's the matter?"

"You've started teaching! That's great. I have good news for you. Our unit pays
welfare. There are three things within 5000, a mobile phone, a computer and an SLR
camera. I think that man's mobile phone is good. Otherwise, if I choose that man's
mobile phone, it will be cheaper for you. " Shaohua found that Zhang Fan's mobile
phone shell had been worn off. He wanted to take his mobile phone. He was afraid of
hurting his face. He said it wittily.



"No, the mobile phone is useless. It's just a phone call. I think you can choose a SLR,
and you can get a photography or something in the future. " Zhang Fan is Lao Li from
the first Department of orthopedics. As soon as he has a rest, he runs around with his
SLR on his back. He looks very emotional.

"The unit's SLR is an entry-level, and you know, a good lens of SLR is particularly
expensive!" Shaohua whispered that if Zhang Fan doesn't understand, it doesn't mean
Shaohua doesn't understand.

"Oh! Forget it. Choose a computer. "

"All right." Finally, Shaohua chose SLR. After contacting for some time, she found
that Zhang Fan had no hobbies. Since Zhang Fan liked this photography, she bought a
lens for him to play with. After all, life is not just work.

Zhang Fan is about to leave the Department. Gulina Zha, the director, proposed to
invite Zhang Fan to have a meal. This month, Zhang Fan was really integrated into the
dermatology department. All the people from top to bottom commented on Zhang Fan
well, and the human feelings of the frontier people were particularly sufficient.
Moreover, this humanity can be more clearly realized in ethnic minorities.

May day is coming soon. Because the lecture performance is particularly good,
Ouyang specially approved Zhang Fan for a seven-day holiday. You don't need to
enter the Department for these seven-day holidays. Go and play!

If Wang is single, Zhang Fan really doesn't have any good ideas to spend these seven
days.

At dinner in the evening, Zhang Fan asked Shaohua's mother, "aunt, I have a
seven-day holiday on May Day. Why don't we go out together. Although I have been
to the frontier for two years, I have never been anywhere. " Since Shaohua has been
recognized, Shaohua's family should also be accepted. The old couple's salary is not
very high, nor is it a family that often goes out to travel.

"Ouch! There are people everywhere during the holiday. It's inconvenient to take a bus.
Don't go. Find a nearby place to go. It's tired enough to go to work all day. " Shaohua's
mother said.

Shaohua was very happy when she heard this. Zhang Fan was really happy and moved
by this idea. She secretly held Zhang Fan's hand under the table and said to her parents,
"I also have a holiday for seven days. Since Zhang Fan has a heart, let's go out together.
You are not young. If you don't go out again, you can't walk if you want to go out. "

"Then go. Xiao Zhang has a heart." Shaohua's father made a final decision.



"Where do you want to go. Zhang Fan, what about you? " Shaohua asked.

"You decide where you like to go. We'll follow you. " Shaohua's mother said.

"Kanas?" Zhang fanlue said with hesitation.

"It's a little far. It's a little late to buy a ticket now?" Shao Hua took out his computer
and started Baidu.

"It's okay. Drive. The car is big enough. There's plenty of time. Walk and play. I'm
afraid my aunt and uncle can't bear it. "

"No problem. How old and young are we?" Since he decided to go out, Shaohua began
to prepare things for the strategy. According to Zhang Fan's idea, it's enough to bring
clothes and instant noodles, but when you look at Shaohua's travel catalogue, you
really have a long experience!
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